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The theory of Bayesian least squares is developed for a general and more tangible
notion of conjugacy than in models which make the more conventional assumption
of normality. This paper is primarily concerned with extending the results of classi-
cal conjugate normal-normal Bayesian analysis to the canonical setting of the
generalized linear model when, at the same time, the sampling distribution and the
prior are spherically symmetric. In order to underline the intrinsic aspect of our
results, the approach of multivariate analysis adopted here is coordinate free.
Examples which illustrate the theory are also presented.  1999 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
The normal distribution has long served as the standard model in the
investigation of a location parameter for both Bayesians and Frequentists.
However, it is often the case that one does not really believe the normal
distribution assumption, it is a tacit assumption made out of convenience.
The two main attractive features of the normal distribution is that it
depends on a small number of parameters which have a direct interpreta-
tion and the analytic calculations are usually straightforward. In this article,
we consider a Bayesian analysis of the problem of estimating the location
parameter of a spherically symmetric distribution. We will demonstrate that
one can carry out the calculations for this wide class of distributions.
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This paper is primarily concerned with extending the results of classical
conjugate normal-normal Bayesian analysis to the canonical setting of the
general linear model when sampling from a spherically symmetric distribu-
tion and using a proper prior which is spherical as well. We consider a
vector of observations x=(x1 , ..., xn)T with a distribution P% which is
spherically symmetric about a k-dimensional parameter % # 3. The central
example of this setup is the general linear model with %=Z;, where Z is
n_k and ; # Rk. In this context we do not model the marginal components
independently, rather we model the joint distribution of x. In the special
case where P% is the normal distribution, the independent sampling model
and the joint distribution model are equivalent (cf. [17]). One could also
view our setup as observing a single realization from a multivariate model;
however we prefer to view the model as an extension of the general linear
model. In [13], results are given in the direction of extending the single
realization of a multivariate model to multiple independent observations.
We envision the results of our paper could be extended to such a sampling
model. However, at this time, we are content with the general linear model
interpretation of our modeling framework.
In order to underline the intrinsic aspect of our results, the approach of
multivariate analysis adopted here is coordinate free [24]. We prefer to
follow the coordinate free approach for conciseness sake and the fact that
it is not necessary to choose a basis matrix to describe the subspace 3. One
can choose a basis matrix and then defines 3 as the space spanned by its
columns. This is the coordinatized version of the linear model. If Z is a
basis matrix for 3, then Z is a n_k matrix of rank k, and there exists a
unique parameter vector ; # Rk such that %=Z; and ;=(ZTZ)&1 ZT%.
Alternatively, one can define 3 by a set of linear contrasts which the
elements must satisfy. This second approach is useful in the analysis of
variance problem. Many formulae may be unified using projections and
lengths of projections and they are easier to derive using the least squares
property of projections rather than the equivalent matrix expressions.
The model we use to address our problem is in the context of the general
linear model and the coordinate free approach employed by [7, 8]. For
more on Bayesian approaches to the general linear model see [3, 4, 6,
13, 25]. The results in [15] are quite related to ours. In that article some
foundations for the theory of least squares are presented for the case where
the sampling distribution is conditionally uniform on a sphere. However,
Hill does not push the analytic calculations as far as we do.
The class of spherically symmetric distributions contains a variety of
heavy-tailed distributions. Heavy-tailed models for data processing permits
automatic outlier accommodation and rejection. Heavy-tailed priors used
in conjunction with heavy-tailed data distributions give researchers robust
methods which can handle a variety of data types. For more on modeling
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with heavy-tailed prior distributions see [10, 21, 22]. For articles which
discuss models that consist of normal sampling distribution and heavy-
tailed prior distribution see [2, 9, 14, 23]. Our results include these as a
special case since we allow a spherically symmetric sampling distribution as
well as spherically symmetric proper prior. The idea of focusing on model-
ing via the radial distribution is closely related to the framework of [20]
and the interesting representations in [13].
The coherent subjectivist is led to the conclusion that individual degrees
of belief are the starting point for descriptions of uncertainty. These beliefs
for any infinite sequence of events are mathematically equivalent to a
mixture of independent random variables via a de Finetti representation
theorem. However, to make this identification, one must contemplate
infinite sequences of events. In realistic models one must acknowledge the
necessarily finite nature of the actual exchangeability, not the infinite
variant. This infinite situation is quite contrary to the Bayesian foundations
where one focuses on observable events. Finite exchangeable sequences are
not rich enough to deduce the representation theorem. This applies to the
general spherically symmetric model directly. As it is common to not use
the general spherical model due to its complexity, most Bayesians tend to
use the scale mixtures of normals model instead. The rationale for this must
be on the foundational grounds implies by the de Finetti representation
theorem for infinite sequences of exchangeable spherically symmetric
sequences. This application of this theorem shares the same conflict dis-
cussed above. As a consequence we think that the general spherical model
outlined in this article is truer to the Bayesian foundations than the simpler
scale mixture of normals models used in practice. Furthermore, from the
practical point of view the sperical class is a more general class than that
of a scale mixture of normals and contains the latter as a special case.
By appealing to the Ancillarity Principle (cf. [5]) it is natural to assume
that the sample distribution is U nR, % , the uniform distribution on the sphere
S nR, % , in the n-dimensional space E, with radius R and center % since R is
an ancillary statistic for %. This point of view is taken in [4], where some
foundations for the theory of least squares are presented for the case where
the sampling distribution is conditionally uniform on a sphere.
There are a variety of equivalent definitions and characterizations of
the class of spherically symmetric distributions. A comprehensive review is
given by [12]. Let x be an observation, in an n-dimensional Euclidean
space (E, ( , ) ), from a spherically symmetric distribution P% around a
location parameter %. The main hypothesis about P% is that % belongs to
a linear subspace 3 of E of dimension k with 0<k<n. Suppose we wish
to estimate %, by a decision rule .(x) using the sum of squared error loss
&%&.(x)&2 where & }& denotes the norm connected with the inner product
( , ) . Since k<n the usual estimator of % is the orthogonal projector .0
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from E onto 3; this is the least squares estimator. A class of competing
estimators which are considered are Bayes estimators. In Section 2, we set
up the sampling and prior distribution models which we are going to study
and we give a general framework for the calculation of the a posteriori
distribution. It is worth noting that we do not assume that P% has a density
with respect to the Lebesgue measure on E.
In Section 3, we consider the estimation of % using Bayes estimators,
which are in turn shrinkage estimators (cf. [7, 8]). We will first give an
expression for the a posteriori distribution then an expression for the first
moment of the a posteriori distribution. Since the terms in the integrands
depend on the observation only through the orthogonal projector .0 , the
expressions can be calculated using the fact that the distribution of .0 ,
under U nR, % has a density with respect to the Lebesgue measure on 3. In
the computation of the estimators we will need to distinguish the case
where the dimension k of % is greater than one and the case where k equals
one. In Section 4, we consider several examples. The proofs of the theorems
are given in the Appendix.
2. DENSITY-FREE BAYES MODELS
2.1. The Decision Problem
Let x be a vector of observations in an n-dimensional Euclidean space
(E, ( , ) ). Suppose that the distribution P% of x is spherically symmetric
around the unknown parameter % which is the parameter of interest. Thus
P% is the image of a distribution which stays invariant under any
orthogonal transformation (with respect to the inner product ( , ) ) trans-
lated by %. We estimate % by an estimator . (a measurable function from
E into 3) and use as a criterion the quadratic loss &.(x)&%&2, where & &
denotes the norm connected with the inner product ( , ).
In the following, it will be convenient to denote by B(E), B(3), B(R+),
B(R+_3) and B(E_3) the Borelean _-fields on E, 3, R+ , R+_3 and
E_3 respectively.
Given a proper prior & on 3, we consider the Bayesian estimator of %.
We show, in what follows, that we only need to work conditionally on the
radius, that is to use, as a sampling distribution, the uniform distribution
UnR, % on the sphere S
n
R, %=[x # E&x&%&=R] of radius R and center % in
the n-dimensional space E.
Recall that, if P% is spherically symmetric around the vector %, then the
conditional distribution P%( } | & &=R) of P% given the radius (the norm
& &) equals R is U nR, % and P% is characterized by the distribution + of the
radius (the distribution of the norm & & under P0 which is also called the
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radial distribution). Thus, for any estimator . of %, its quadratic risk at %
is equal to
R(., %)=|
E
&.(x)&%&2 dP%(x)
=|
R+ \|SnR, % &.(x)&%&
2 dU nR, %(x)+ d+(R).
Now the Bayesian risk of . with respect to the prior & can be written as
r(.)=|
3
R(., %) d&(%)
=|
3 _|R+ \|SnR, % &.(x)&%&
2 dU nR, %(x)+ d+(R)& d&(%)
=|
R+_3 \|SnR, % &.(x)&%&
2 dU nR, %(x)+ d+&(R. %).
Since the integrand is nonnegative we could apply Fubini theorem to
deduce the last equality. Thus the estimator . appears as a Bayesian
estimator with respect to the sampling distribution P% and the prior & on
3 if and only if it is a Bayesian estimator with respect to the sampling
distribution U nR, % and the prior +& on R+_3. We will adopt this last
model in the following. Notice that the form of the prior +& means we
have independence between the radius and the location parameter.
2.2. The Bayes Spherically Symmetric Model
This subsection yields the various distributions used for obtaining the a
posteriori distribution of % given the observation x. According to the above
we consider first that the observation is x and the parameter is the couple
(R, %). Precisely the sampling distribution is U nR, % and the prior is +&.
The joint distribution of (x, R, %) is denoted by ?. Recall that ? is the
unique distribution on E_R+_3 such that, for every A # B(E) and for
every B # B(R+_3),
?(A_B)=|
B
U nR, %(A) d+&(R, %).
Thus the marginal distribution ’ of x is defined, for every A # B(E), by
’(A)=?(A_R+_3).
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Then the a posteriori distribution given x is the distribution ;x such that,
for every A # B(E) and for every B # B(R+_3),
?(A_B)=|
A
;x(B) d’(x).
We are guaranteed of the existence of these measures since we are dealing
exclusively with Euclidean spaces throughout this paper (cf. [11]).
Notice that ;x is the a posteriori distribution of (R, %) given x. As % is
the only parameter of interest, the a posteriori distribution we must con-
sider is the marginal distribution of ;x on 3, that is !x , defined, for every
C # B(3), by
!x(C)=;x(R+_C).
Our goal is to determine the Bayesian estimator of % which is, since the
loss is quadratic, the a posteriori mean of !x . As the distribution U nR, % is
not absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure * on E
(since *(S nR, %)=0), we do not have a likelihood, so we cannot rely on the
usual Bayes formula for densities. Consequently, we must work condi-
tionally on the observation x and the radius R. Define the joint marginal
distribution \ of (x, R) as the measure that is such that, for every
D # B(E_R+), \(D)=?(D_3). The a posteriori distribution of % given
(x, R) is then defined as !x, R for which, for every D # B(E_R+) and every
C # B(3),
?(D_C)=|
D
!x, R(C) d\(x, R).
Lastly we need to define the conditional distribution \x of R given x.
This is defined, for all F # B(R+) and A # B(E), as
|
A
\x(F ) d’(x)=\(A_F ).
In order to carry out the conditional calculations we need a general
formalization of the rule of iterated expectation. The proof follows from the
definitions above.
Proposition 1. For every C # B(3),
!x(C)=|

0
!x, R(C) d\x(R).
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The formulation above may seem excessively formal. However it is
necessary since we do not assume that P% has a density with respect to
the Lebesgue measure on E. In this context, % is always the parameter
of interest and we have assumed that the radius R is also unknown. If the
true radius where known then the measure + would be a Dirac measure
degenerate at R. This formulation could also be viewed as putting a prior
distribution on the radius. We think that this is reasonable since the dis-
tribution P% on E may be difficult to elicit in practice. However one may
have some prior knowledge about the size of the sphere on which the
condition distribution is supported. It would be much easier to elicit the
one-dimensional distribution + on R+ than the entire distribution P% on E.
The radially decomposable framework for Bayes models is also presented
in [13]. They show that, when certain Jeffrey’s-type priors are used, one
gains a nice robustness property with respect to the radial model.
We now need an extra hypothesis in our model, that is % belongs to a
known linear subspace 3 of E with dimension k satisfying 0<k<n.
Indeed, working conditionally on the radius, we replace P% by U nR, % ; so, as
previously noticed, we use a distribution which is not absolutely con-
tinuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure on E. However this assump-
tion on the dimension of 3 will allow to evaluate Bayesian estimators
through the orthogonal projector .0 from E onto 3. Thus their expressions
will be calculated using the fact that the distribution of .0 under U nR, % has
a density with respect to the Lebesgue measure on 3 (see Lemma 2 in
Section 3). This last property will be repeatedly used through various projectors,
particularly when we will assume that the dimension of 3 is greater than one.
3. EVALUATING THE BAYES ESTIMATORS
In this section we proceed with the calculations of the Bayes estimators
under the model discussed in Section 2. The main objective is to compute
the posterior distribution !x, R ; the posterior distribution !x will be
deduced from Proposition 1. To this end, we evaluate the conditional
expectation, given x and R, of any measurable nonnegative function f
defined on 3, that is,
E?[ f | x, R]=|
3
f d!x, R .
To calculate this quantity we appeal to the formal definition of the condi-
tional expectation, that is, E?[ f | x, R] satisfies the equation
|
E_3_R+
h(x, R) f (%) d?(x, %, R)=|
E_R+
h(x, R) E?[ f | x, R] d\(x, R)
(1)
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for any measurable nonnegative function h defined on E_R+ . The calcula-
tion will rely on the fact that the integral of the left hand side of (1) can
be computed as
|
E_3_R+
h(x, R) f (%) d?(x, %, R)
=|
R+ _|3 \|E h(x, R) dU nR, %(x)+ f (%) d&(%)& d+(R). (2)
Then the argument will follow several steps (see Subsection 5.1 of the
appendix for details). First we need result on the uniform distributions on
the spheres when projecting and when conditioning on the projections.
Next we will apply the iterated expectation rule to various integrals.
Finally we deduce the form of the a posteriori distribution.
As .0 is the orthogonal projection from E onto 3 the conditional dis-
tribution of U nR, % given .0 is straightforward to derive. Furthermore one
can even derive the distribution of .0 under U nR, % and show it has a density
with respect to Lebesgue measure on 3. Hence we have numerous analytic
tools at our disposal to develop the necessary posterior expressions. At this
point we need the following preliminary lemmas about the distribution
theory for .0 (the proof of Lemmas 1 is a straightforward consequence of
[17] and the proof of Lemma 2 can be found in [12]). It is worth noting
that both of the lemmas need the assumption that the dimension of the
parameter space 3 to be strictly less than the dimension of the sample
space E, that is k<n.
Lemma 1. For every R>0, for every % # 3 and for every t # 3, the condi-
tional distribution U nR, %( } | .0=t) of U
n
R, % given .0=t satisfies
U nR, %( } | .0=t)=$
k
t U
n&k
(R 2&&t&%&2)12 ,
where $kt is the Dirac measure in the k dimensional vector space 3 at the
point t and U n&k(R 2&&t&%&2)12 is the uniform distribution on the n&k dimen-
sional sphere S n&k(R2&&t&%&2)12 in the orthogonal subspace 3
= of 3, with radius
equal to (R 2&&t&%&2)12 and centered at the origin.
Lemma 2. For every R>0 and for every % # 3, the image .0(U nR, %) of
UnR, % by .0 has a density with respect to the Lebesgue measure on 3, that
is,
t  C kn R
2&n(R2&&t&%&2) (n&k)2&1 1B kR, %(t),
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where
C kn=
1(n2)
?k21((n&k)2)
is the normalization coefficient of the density and 1B kR, % is the indicator func-
tion of the k dimensional ball BkR, % of radius R centered at % in 3.
We can now state our main results. The theorems are given under the
assumption that the prior & has a density with respect to the Lebesgue
measure on 3. It is well known that, as it is supposed to be a spherically
symmetric distribution, this density is necessarily of the form %  g(&%&2)
for some function g called the generating function. Finally, for reasons
of conciseness, we use the notations rx, R=(R2&&x&.0(x)&2)12 and
tx=.0(x).
Theorem 1. Suppose that the proper prior measure & is spherically sym-
metric about zero and has a density with respect to the Lebesgue measure on
3, that is, %  g(&%&2). Then the a posteriori distribution !x, R is absolutely
continuous with respect to the uniform distribution U krx, R , tx on the k dimen-
sional sphere S krx, R , tx in 3, with radius rx, R and center tx , and has the density
% 
g(&%&2)
3 g(&%&
2) dU krx, R , tx(%)
.
Theorem 1 gave a representation for the conditional density of % given
x and R, that is, for !x, R . By applying Proposition 1, we can marginalize
the conditional distribution !x, R with respect to the radius and deduce an
expression for the a posteriori distribution of % given x, that is, !x .
Theorem 2. Suppose that the proper prior measure & is spherically sym-
metric about zero and has a density with respect to the Lebesgue measure on
3, that is, %  g(&%&2) where g is continuously differentiable. Then the a
posteriori probability of a measurable set C # B(3) is given by
!x(C)=
0 R
2&nrk&2x, R 1]0, R2[(&x&tx&)2 (C g(&%&2) dU krx, R , tx(%)) d+(R)
0 R
2&nrk&2x, R 1]0, R2[(&x&tx&)
2 (3 g(&%&
2) dU krx, R , tx(%)) d+(R)
.
The following two results give the form of the Bayes estimate of %. The
second is a consequence of the first. Since the loss is quadratic the proofs
of these results follow from a computation of the first moment of the a
posteriori distribution given in Theorem 2, which are assumed finite. In the
reverse case, the Bayesian must be satisfied with only the a posteriori dis-
tribution as a summary of the data analysis. Notice we need the assump-
tion that the dimension of 3 is greater than one.
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Theorem 3. Suppose that the proper prior measure & is spherically sym-
metric about zero and has a density with respect to the Lebesgue measure on
3 for dim 3=k>1, that is, %  g(&%&2) where g is continuously differen-
tiable. Then the Bayes estimate .+&(x) of % is given by the following form
\1+ 2k&1 \
+&x&tx & R
2&nrkx, R 
+1
&1 g$(r
2
x, R+&tx&
2+2rx, R &tx& z)
_(1&z2) (k&1)2 dz d+(R) +
\
+
&x&tx &
R2&nrk&2x, R 
+1
&1 g(r
2
x, R+&tx&
2+2rx, R &tx& z)
_(1&z2) (k&3)2 dz d+(R) ++ tx .
Corollary 1. Under the conditions of Theorem 3 and upon assuming
that the radial distribution + has a density f with respect to the Lebesgue on
R+ , the Bayes estimate .+&(x) of % is given by the form
\1+ 2k&1
A(x)
B(x)+ tx ,
where
A(x)=|
+
0
(s+&x&tx&2) (1&n)2 sk2
__|
+1
&1
g$(s+&x&tx&2+2s12 &tx& z)(1&z2) (k&1)2 dz&
_ f ((s+&x&tx&2)12) ds
and
B(x)=|
+
0
(s+&x&tx&2) (1&n)2 s(k&2)2
__|
+1
&1
g(s+&x&tx&2+2s12 &tx& z)(1&z2)(k&3)2 dz&
_ f ((s+&x&tx&2)12) ds.
Proof. Using the change of variable s=R2&&x&tx&2 in Theorem 3
the result follows. K
Implicit in proofs of these results is the asumption that k>1. Indeed the
technique of proof relies on the orthogonal projector 6tx from 3 onto the
one-dimensional space (tx) and on the fact that, as soon as k>1, the dis-
tribution 6tx(U
k
rx, R , tx
) has a density with respect to the Lebesgue measure
on (tx). If k=1, 6tx is no longer a true projector, hence this technique
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cannot be applied anymore. However, when the dimension of 3 equals
one, the search of Bayesian estimators makes sense too. Note that, in this
case, the measure U krx, R , tx equals tx&rx, Rtx &tx& and tx+rx, R tx&tx& each
with probability equal to 12. Then the a posteriori probability distribution
exists and the calculation of its first moment is straightforward. We give it
in the following theorem.
Theorem 4. Suppose that the proper prior measure & is spherically sym-
metric about zero and has a density with respect to the Lebesgue measure
on 3 for dim 3=k=1, that is, %  g(&%&2). Then the Bayes estimates
.+&(x) of % is given by the form
\1& 1&tx& \
0 R
2&n[ g((&tx&&rx, R)2)
&g((&tx&+rx, R)2)] 1]0, R2[(&x&tx&2) d+(R)+
\

0 R
2&nr&1x, R[ g((&tx&&rx, R)
2)
+g((&tx&+rx, R)2)] 1]0, R2[(&x&tx&2) d+(R)++ tx .
These types of calculations are related to the work of Li and Sedransk
[19] on the ‘‘Bayesian’’ identifiability in mixture problems. They use a
topological approach which involves projections on to a quotient space,
which is similar to what we have done in the calculations above.
4. EXAMPLES
In this section we will present several applications of the theory outlined
above. In Subsection 4.1, we first specify the sampling distribution as a
Kotz distribution. Then, in Subsection 4.2, we also consider the prior as a
Kotz distribution. The conjugate normal-normal framework is thus extended
to a general KotzKotz Bayesian analysis.
4.1. The Kotz Distribution as a Sampling Distribution
In the framework of Corollary 1, as an illustration of the calculations
above, suppose we use a generalized gamma distribution for the radial
density and let k>1. Recall (cf. [16]) that the radius R has a generalized
gamma distribution, with parameters (:, ;, #, c), if [(R&#);]c has the
standard gamma distribution 1(#, 1). In other words, its density f has the
form
f (R)=
c(R&#)c:&1
;c:1(:)
exp _&\R&#; +
c
& 1]#, +[(R).
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This family includes the Weibull distributions (:=1), half-normal dis-
tribution (:=12, c=2, #=0), and of course, ordinary gamma distribu-
tions (c=1).
In the following, for simplicity sake, we will choose #=0 and c=2, that
is,
f (R)=
2R2:&1
;2:1(:)
exp _&\R;+
2
& , R>0.
This density corresponds to the Kotz distribution introduced in [18].
Notice that, when :=n2, the sampling distribution reduces to that of the
normal distribution.
The Bayesian estimator .+& of % is then given by
.+&(x)=\1+ 2k&1
N(x)
D(x)+ .0(x), (3)
where
N(x)=|
+
0
(s+&x&tx&2) (2:&n)2 sk24g$, k&1(x, s) exp(&s;2) ds (4)
and
D(x)=|
+
0
(s+&x&tx&2) (2:&n)2 s(k&2)24g, k&3(x, s) exp(&s;2) ds (5)
with
4g$, k&1(x, s)=|
+1
&1
g$(s+&x&tx&2+2s12 &tx& z)(1&z2) (k&1)2 dz
and
4g, k&3(x, s)=|
+1
&1
g(s+&x&tx&2+2s12 &tx& z)(1&z2) (k&3)2 dz.
4.2. The Kotz Distribution as a Prior Distribution
Suppose now we specify the prior distribution also as a Kotz distribu-
tion. In terms of the density generating function g of the prior, it has the
form
g(t)=
1(k2)
(2?)k2 2m&11(k2+m&1)
tm&1 exp \&t2+ , m>0, k2.
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The special case m=1, corresponds to the normal distribution. The case
m=2 also has tractable calculations.
The expression of 4g, k&3(x, s) equals
4g, k&3(x, s)=
1(k2) exp[&12(s+&x&tx&2)]
(2?)k2 2m&11(k2+m&1)
_|
+1
&1
(s+&x&tx&2+2s12 &tx& z)m&1
_exp(&s12 &tx& z)(1&z2)(k&3)2 dz (6)
and 4g$, k&1(x, s) is
4g$, k&3(x, s)=
1(k2) exp[&12(s+&x&tx&2)]
(2?)k2 2m&11(k2+m&1)
_|
+1
&1
(s+&x&tx&2+2s12 &tx& z)m&2
_\m&1&12 s+&x&tx&2+2s12 &tx& z+
_exp(&s12 &tx& z)(1&z2) (k&1)2 dz. (7)
We now give the expression for the Bayes estimators in a closed form for
the following three cases. First we again find the classical conjugate nor-
mal-normal Bayesian set up (:=n2 and m=1). The two other cases are
the Kotz-normal situation (:=(n+2)2 and m=1) and the normal-Kotz
set up (:=n2 and m=2), respectively.
4.2.1. The Case Where :=n2 and m=1
According to (4) and (5), the ratio N(x)D(x) is given by
N(x)
D(x)
=
1
2
\
+
0 s
k2 exp(&s(1;2+12))
_[+1&1 exp(&s
12 &tx& z)(1&z2) (k&1)2 dz] ds+
\
+
0 s
(k&2)2 exp(&s(1;2+12))
_[+1&1 exp(&s
12 &tx& z)(1&z2) (k&3)2 dz] ds+
=
k&1
2 &tx&
+0 s
k4 exp(&s(1;2+12)) Ik2(s12 &tx&) ds
+0 s
(k&2)4 exp(&s(1;2+12)) I(k&2)2(s12 &tx&) ds
,
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where, for "0, I" denotes the modified Bessel function (cf. [1] formula
9.6.18)
I"(t)=
( 12 t)
"
?21("+ 12) |
+1
&1
exp(\tz)(1&z2)"&12 dz.
As in [14, Lemma A.2(iii)], integrals of modified Bessel functions give
N(x)
D(x)
=
k&1
2 &tx&
&tx&k2 (2;2+1)&k2&1 exp(&tx&22(2;2+1))
&tx&(k&2)2 (2;2+1)&(k&2)2&1 exp(&tx&22(2;2+1))
= &
k&1
2
;2
2+;2
.
Hence, according to (3), the Bayesian estimator is
.+"(x)=\1& ;
2
2+;2+ tx .
4.2.2. The Case Where :=n2 and m=1
Again, in terms of modified Bessel functions, we have
N(x)
D(x)
= &
k&1
2 &tx&
\
+
0 (s+&x&tx&
2) sk4
_exp(&s(1;2+12)) Ik2(s12 &tx&) ds+
\
+
0 (s+&x&tx&
2) s(k&2)4
_exp(&s(1;2+12)) I (k&2)2(s12 &tx&) ds+
.
Now, using integrals of modified Bessel functions (cf. [14, Lemma 2(ii) and
(iii)]), we have
N(x)
D(x)
=&
(k&1) ;2
4+2;2
}
\(k2+1) 1 F1(k2+2; k2+1; ;
2 &tx&2(4+2;2))
+((2+;2)2;2) &x&tx&2 exp(;2 &tx&2(4+2;2))+
\(k2) 1F1(k2+1; k2; ;
2 &tx&2(4+2;2))
+((2+;2)2;2) &x&tx&2 exp(;2 &tx&2(4+2;2))+
,
where 1 F1(a; b; z) denotes the confluent hypergeometric function (see [1]).
Then formula 14.4 of [1] gives
N(x)
D(x)
=&
(k&1) ;2
4+2;2
}
k2+1+((2+;2)2;2) &x&tx&2&;2 &tx&2(4+2;2)
k2+((2+;2)2;2) &x&tx&2&;2 &tx&2(4+2;2)
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and, by (3), the Bayesian estimator equals
.+"(x)=_1& ;
2
2+;2
}
1+k2+((2+;2);2) &x&tx&2&;2(4+2;2) &tx&2
k2+((2+;2);2) &x&tx&2&;2(4+2;2) &tx&2 & tx .
4.2.3. The Case Where :=n2 and m=2
The expressions in (6) and (7) for m=2 lead to
4g, k&3(x, s)=
1(k2) exp[&(12)(s+&x&tx&2)]
(2?)k2 21(k2+1)
?121((k&1)2) 2k2&1
(s12 &tx&)k2&1
_[(s+&x&tx&2) Ik2&1(s12 &tx&)
+2s12 &tx& Ik2(s12 &tx&)]
and
4g, k&1(x, s)=
1(k2) exp[&(12)(s+&x&tx&2)]
(2?)k2 24(k2+1)
?121((k&1)2) 2k2&1
(s12 &tx&)k2&1
x
__2+s&&x&tx&
2
2
Ik2(s12 &tx&)
&s12 &tx& Ik2+1(s12 &tx&)& .
Therefore it follows that the ratio N(x)D(x) equals
N(x)
D(x)
= &
k&1
2 &tx&
_
\
+
0 u
k2+1 exp(&u2(1;2+12))[(&2+u2+&x&tx&2)
_Ik2(u &tx&)+2u &tx& Ik2+1(u &tx&)] du +
\
+
0 u
k2 exp(&u2(1;2+12))[(u2+&x&tx&2)
_Ik2&1(u &tx&)+2u &tx& Ik2(u &tx&)] du +
.
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Finally, as in the previous example, the use of integrals of modified Bessel
functions yields
N(x)
D(x)
=&
(k&1) ;2
4+2;2
_
\2
&k2&1(k+2)&2(2;2+1)+(2;2+1) &x&tx&2
+2[1+2&k2&3(2;2+1)&1] &tx&2 +
\&2
&k2&2k+(2;2+1) &x&tx&2
&2[1+2&k2&2(2;2+1)&1] &tx&2+
.
Hence, according to (3), the Bayesian estimator can be expressend as
.+"(x)
=_1& ;22+;2 \
2k2&2(k+2)&2(2;2+1)+(2;2+1) &x&tx&2
+2[1+2&k2&3(2;2+1)&1] &tx&2 +
\&2
k2&1k+(2;2+1) &x&tx&2
&2[1+2&k2&2(2;2+1)&1] &tx&2+ & tx .
5. APPENDIX
5.1. Proof of Theorem 1
We will first compute E?[ f | x, R] for every measurable positive
function f, coming back to the considerations made at the beginning of
Section 3, especially to formulae (1) and (2). Now note that, for the inner
most integral in the right hand side of (2), one can condition on the
orthogonal projection onto 3. More precisely, for every measurable func-
tion h: E_R+  R+ ,
|
E
h(x, R) dU nR, %(x)=|
3 _|E h(x, R) dU nR, %(x | .0=t)& d.0(U nR, %)(t), (8)
where .0 is the orthogonal projector from E onto 3, U nR, %( } | .0=t) is the
conditional distribution of U nR, % given .0=t and .0(U
n
R, %) is the image by
.0 of U nR, % .
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Note that 1BkR, %(t)=1]0, R 2[(&t&%&
2). Then upon application of Lemmas 1
and 2, using the orthogonal decomposition x=(t, z) with t # 3 and z # 3=,
(8) becomes
|
E
h(x, R) dU nR, %(x)
=C kn R
2&n |
3
|
(R2&&t&%&2)12
S n&k
h(t, z, R) dU n&k(R 2&&t&%&2)12(z)
_(R2&&t&%&2) (n&k)2&1 1]0, R2[(&t&%&2) dt. (9)
The integrand on the right hand side of (9) is positive. Therefore we can
apply Fubini’s theorem in order to get the squared bracketed term in (2),
that is,
|
3
f (%) |
E
h(x, R) dU nR, %(x) d&(%)
=C kn R
2&n |
3
|
3
f (%) |
(R 2&&t&%&2)12
S n&k
h(t, z, R) dU n&k(R2&&t&%&2)12(z)
_(R 2&&t&%&2) (n&k)2&1 1]0, R2[(&t&%&2) d&(%) dt. (10)
Using the density representation of the measure &, we have that (10)
becomes
C kn R
2&n |
3
|
3
f (%) |
(R 2&&t&%&2)12
S n&k
h(t, z, R) dU n&k(R 2&&t&%&2)12(z)
_(R 2&&t&%&2)(n&k)2&1 1]0, R 2[(&t&%&2) g(&%&2) d% dt. (11)
By the symmetry in t and % in expression (11) and by analogy with the
expression (8), for the two inner-most integrals in (11) we have
|
3
|
(R 2&&t&%&2)12
Sn&k
f (%) g(&%&2) h(t, z, R) dU n&k(R 2&&t&%&2)12(z) C kn R2&n
_(R2&&t&%&2)(n&k)2&1 1]0, R2[(&t&%&2) d%
=|
E
f (%) g(&%&2) h(t, z, R) dU nR, t(%, z)
=|
3=
|
E
f (%) g(&%&2) h(t, z, R) dU nR, t((%, z) | .==z) d.=(U
n
R, t)(z)
(12)
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using the conditional distribution with respect to the orthogonal projector
.= from E onto the orthogonal 3= of 3. Another application of Lemmas
1 and 2 (adapted to the orthogonal projector .=) implies that (12) equals
|
3=
h(t, z, R) |
E
f (%) g(&%&2) dU n&k(R2&&z&2)12(%)
_C n&kn R
2&n(R2&&z&2)k2&1 1]0, R 2[(&z&2) dz.
Therefore (10) becomes
|
3
f (%) |
E
h(x, R) dU nR, %(x) d&(%)
=C n&kn R
2&n |
3
|
3=
h(t, z, R) |
3
f (%) g(&%&2)
_dU n&k(R2&&z&2)12(%)(R
2&&z&2)k2&1 1]0, R2[(&z&2) dz dt
=C n&kn R
2&n |
E
h(x, R) \|3 f (%) g(&%&2) dU krx, R , tx(%)+
_rk&2x, R 1]0, R2[(&x&tx&2) dx, (13)
coming back to the original notation in x where rx, R=(R2&&x&.0(x)&2)12
and tx=.0(x).
Finally, using this expression of (13), one can deduce that the left hand
side of (1) equals
|
E_3_R+
h(x, R) f (%) d?(x, %, R)
=C n&kn |
E_R+
R2&nh(x, R) \|3 f (%) g(&%&2) dU krx, R , tx(%)+
_rk&2x, R 1]0, R2[(&x&tx&2) d(*+)(x, R). (14)
To compute the marginal distribution \ we take f #1 in (14) and get
|
E_R+
h(x, R) d\(x, R)
=C n&kn |
E_R+
R2&nh(x, R)
_\|3 g(&%&2) dU krx, R , tx(%)+ rk&2x, R 1]0, R 2[(&x&tx&2) d(*+)(x, R).
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Hence, it follows that the distribution \ is absolutely continuous with
respect to *+ and has a density which is given by
(x, R)  C n&kn R
2&nrk&2x, R 1]0, R2[(&x&tx&2) \|3 g(&%&2) dU krx, R , tx(%)+ .
(15)
We are now able to give an expression of E?[ f | x, R]. According to
(14) and (15) we have that the left hand side of (1) equals
|
E_3_R+
h(x, R) f (%) d?(x, %, R)
=|
E_R+
h(x, R)
3 f (%) g(&%&
2) dU krx, R , tx(%)
3 g(&%&2) dU krx, R , tx(%)
d\
d(*+)
(x, R)
_d(*+)(x, R)
=|
E_R+
h(x, R)
3 f (%) g(&%&
2) dU krx, R , tx(%)
3 g(&%&
2) dU krx, R , tx(%)
d\(x, R).
Therefore, by the definition of the conditional expectation, this last term
corresponds to that the right hand side of (1) and we have
E?[ f | x, R]=
3 f (%) g(&%&
2) dU krx, R , tx(%)
3 g(&%&
2) dU krx, R , tx(%)
.
Finally, the result of the theorem directly follows by letting f =1C for
C # B(3).
5.2. Proof of Theorem 2
Let C be a measurable set in B(3). Proposition 1 states that
!x(C)=|

0
!x, R(C) d\x(R).
Now we notice, in the proof of Theorem 1, that the joint marginal distribu-
tion \ of (x, R) is absolutely continuous with respect to *+. Hence the
conditional distribution of \x of R given x is absolutely continuous with
respect to + and a density is given by
R 
(d\d*+)(x, R)
0 (d\d*+)(x, R) d+(R)
.
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It follows that the expression of !x(C) is equal to
0 !x, R(C)(d\d*+)(x, R) d+(R)
0 (d\d*+)(x, R) d+(R)
,
that is, according to Theorem 1,
0 C ( g(&%&
2)3 g(&%&
2) dU krx, R , tx(%)) dU
k
rx, R , tx
(%)(d\d*+)(x, R) d+(R)
0 (d\d*+)(x, R) d+(R)
.
Hence, using the density given in (15) this expression equals
\E_R+ 

0 C ( g(&%&2)g(&%&2) dU krx, R , tx(%) dU
k
rx, R , tx
(%)
_R2&nrk&2x, R 3 g(&%&
2) dU krx, R , tx(%) d+(R) +
0 R
2&nrk&2x, R 1]0, R 2[ 3 g(&%&
2) dU krx, R , tx(%) d+(R)
and, after simplifying, we get
!x(C)=
0 R
2&nrk&2x, R 1]0, R2[(&x&tx&2)(C g(&%&2) dU krx, R , tx(%)) d+(R)
0 R
2&nrk&2x, R 1]0, R2[(&x&tx&
2)(3 g(&%&
2) dU krx, R , tx(%)) d+(R)
.
5.3. Proof of Theorem 3
The expression for the a posteriori mean given x can be calculated using
Theorem 2 as
&x&tx& R
2&nrk&2x, R I(x, R) d+(R)
&x&tx& R
2&nrk&2x, R J(x, R) d+(R)
, (16)
where
I(x, R)=|
3
%g(&%&2) dU krx, R , tx(%)
and
J(x, R)=|
3
g(&%&2) dU krx, R , tx(%).
We first treat the term I(x, R). Let (tx) be the linear subspace of 3
spanned by tx (dim(tx)=1), (tx)= its orthogonal subspace (dim(tx) ==
k&1) and 6tx the orthogonal projector from 3 onto (tx). We have
I=|
(tx)
|
3
%g(&%&2) U krx, R , tx(d% | 6tx=u) d6tx(U
k
rx, R , tx
)(u).
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By Lemmas 2 and 1 (adapted to the orthogonal projector (tx) =), it
follows, since k>1, that 6tx(U
k
rx, R , tx
) has a density with respect to the
Lebesgue measure on (tx) , that is,
u  C 1kr
2&k
x, R (r
2
x, R&&u&tx&
2) (k&3)2 1]0, r2x, R[(&u&tx&
2)
and the conditional distribution of U krx, R , tx given 6tx=u is
Ukrx, R , tx( } | 6tx=u)=$
1
uU
k&1
(r2x, R&&u&tx&
2)12
, (17)
where $1u is the Dirac measure in the one-dimensional vector space (tx) at
the point u and U k&1
(r2x, R&&u&tx&
2)12
is the uniform distribution on the k&1
dimensional sphere S k&1
(r2x, R&&u&tx&
2)12
in 6tx with radius equal to (r
2
x, R&
&u&tx&2)12 and centered at the origin. Hence by decomposing 3=
(tx) (tx)=, that is, %=u+v, we have
|
3
%g(&%&2) dU krx, R , tx(% | 6tx=u)
=|
S
k&1
(r 2x, R&&u&tx&2)1
2
(u+v) g(&u&2+&v&2) dU k&1
(r2x, R&&u&tx&
2)12
(v)
=ug(&u&2+r2x, R&&u&tx&
2). (18)
Finally it follows from (17) and (18) that
I(x, R)=C 1kr
2&k
x, R |
(tx)
ug(&u&2+r2x, R&&u&tx&
2)
_(r2x, R&&u&tx&
2) (k&3)2 1]0, r2x, R[(&u&tx&
2) du,
and, by the change of variable u=stx &tx&, that
I(x, R)=C 1kr
2&k
x, R
tx
&tx& |
&tx&+rx, R
&tx&&rx, R
sg(s2+r2x, R&(s&&tx&)2)
_(r2x, R&(s&&tx&)
2) (k&3)2 ds
=C 1kr
2&k
x, R
tx
&tx& |
&tx&+rx, R
&tx&&rx, R
[&tx&+(s&&tx&] g(r2x, R&&tx&
2+2s &tx&)
_(r2x, R&(s&&tx&)
2) (k&3)2 ds. (19)
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Similarly, we can write J(x, R) as
J(x, R)=C 1k r
2&k
x, R |
&tx&+rx, R
&tx&&rx, R
g(s2+r2x, R&(s&&tx&)
2)
_(r2x, R&(s&&tx&)
2) (k&3)2 ds.
So (19) and (20) give
I(x, R)=J(x, R) tx+C 1kr
2&k
x, R
tx
&tx&
_|
&tx&+rx, R
&tx&&rx, R
(s&&tx&) g(r2x, R&&tx&
2+2s &tx&)
_(r2x, R&(s&&tx&
2) (k&3)2 ds
=J(x, R) tx+C 1k
2r2&kx, R
k&1
tx |
&tx&+rx, R
&tx&&rx, R
g$(r2x, R&&tx&
2+2s &tx&)
_(r2x, R&(s&&tx&)
2) (k&1)2 ds, (21)
upon an integration by parts.
According to (21), we can now expand the expression of (16) as a sum-
mation of two terms, the first one being clearly equal to tx . Using (20) and
simplifying by the constant of normalization C 1k , the second term reduces
to (2(k&1))(A(x)B(x)) tx where
A(x)=|

&x&tx&
R 2&n |
&tx&+rx, R
&tx&&rx, R
g$(r2x, R&&tx&
2+2s &tx&)
_(r2x, R&(s&&tx&)
2) (k&1)2 ds d+(R)
and
B(x)=|

&x&tx&
R 2&n |
&tx&+rx, R
&tx&&rx, R
g(r2x, R&&tx&2+2s &tx&)
_(r2x, R&(s&&tx&)2) (k&3)2 ds d+(R).
With the last change of variable z=(s&&tx&)rx, R in these two integral
expressions, the theorem follows.
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